Class 1 Autumn term 1 – Fire!
Science

Literacy

Art / DT

Texts:

We will create fire silhouette pictures and make bread
just like in the bakery where the fire started.

‘The paper bag princess’, ‘The tiger chid’, ‘How

We will investigate the properties of different
materials:
-

rabbit stole the fire’ and ‘The fire children.’

what happens to different materials when they
are heated and cooled.

Read and write diary entries - Samuel Pepys.

-

‘Fire!’

Write a newspaper article about the

materials and group them accordingly.

Autumn 1

Great Fire of London

identify similarities and differences between

-

understand the relationship between water, ice
and steam.

-

Fire safety posters.
Drama – Role play the events of the Great
Fire of London

natural materials?
Maths

-

fire have spread so quickly if the houses had
been made out of materials used today?

We will learn these concepts by looking at

We will learn about The Great Fire of London

lots of practical resources and we will be

and create a timeline of events.

starting our MOB maths times table

We will locate London on a map and create a

challenge too.

map of our ‘escape route’ from school – where
do we go if there was a fire?

What were the houses in 1666 like? What
materials were used to build them? Would the

This term we will be learning about place
value, addition and subtraction.

Geography/History

what is the difference between man-made and

Computing
This term we will be learning basic computer skills, practicing
our word processing skills and learning to log on and save to the

RE
Our topic this term is ‘Creation – who
made the world.’
We will look at the story of creation in
the Bible and learn what Christians believe
this says about God.

computer.
PE
We will be having our Atlas coach back again this year for PE.

